Medical Microbiologist. Ph.D., diplomate American
Board of Medical Microbiology. Extensive experience in clinical microbiology and immunology, production of diagnostics and teaching; many publications. Seeks challenging position in industry R & D
or hospital laboratory. Teaching opportunities desirX
able. Box 506, SCIENCE.

Only those employers and individuals who do not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, religion, age, color,
or national origin should submit Personnel Placement
advertising.
POSITIONS WANTED: 40 per word; use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words. Minimum charge
$10. Prepayment required. This rate appties to individuals only; personnel agencies, companies, colleges, and
universities take display rate for all advertising.
DISPLAY (POSITIONS OPEN, MARKET PLACE, AND
SO FORTH): $130 per inch, minimum, per insertion (1
inch is equivalent to 11 lines of 52 spaces each). Ads
over 1 inch billed to nearest quarter inch. No charge for
Box Number. Rates net. No agency commission allowed
for ads under 4 inches. No cash discount. Prepayment
required for foreign advertising. Purchase orders and
billing information must accompany all other advertis-

Pathologist, M.D. (Chemically trained). Board certified (anatomical pathology). Predoctoral research:
Sloan-Kettering. Postdoctoral: NIH. Broad experience in biochemical pharmacology. Publications. Desires teaching and research position. Medical school
in Northeast or Middle Atlantic region. Resume on
request. Box 507, SCIENCE, or telephone 717-563X
2057.

Pharmacologist, Ph.D. with a B.S. in pharmacy,
seeks teaching and/or research position. Teaching
experience. Active research program. Available
11/19, 26
March 1977. Box 508, SCIENCE.
Research Scientist (B.S.), 16 years of experience in
experimental renal immunopathology, seeks accelerated program or research opportunity which leads to
X
advanced degree. Box 509, SCIENCE.

ing.

COPY for ads must reach SCI ENCE by Wednesday, 312 weeks before issue date (Friday of each week) requested. Send copy for all positions wanted ads and display ads under 5 inches to:

Science Copy Editor, 7 years of experience with university press, member CBE, excellent references,
11/19, 26
will relocate. Box 510, SCIENCE.

SCIENCE, Room 207
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Send copy for display ads, 1/6 page and larger, to:
Scherago Associates, Inc.
11 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
BLIND AD replies should be addressed as follows:
Box (give number)

Science Writer, Ph.D. physicist, finishing M.A. science journalism, seeks position as science writer/editor. M. Waldrop, 1215 WARF, University of WisX
consin, Madison, Wisconsin 53703.

Trainlng/O.D./Communications, desires administrative interfacing with technically trained personnel.
Educational background: B.A. economics, microbiology, psychology; M.S. psychology. Prefers liaison position commensurate with educational and

SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20005

work experience. Will travel. Box 51 1, SCIENCE.
x

Effective I January 1977, the display
rate for SCIENCE will be $145 per column inch, minimum.

Translations. Russian to Engiish; all fields in biology. Experienced; low rate. M. Zimmerman, 1050
X
Las Lomitas Road, Tucson, Arizona 85704.

POSITIONS WANTED

POSITIONS OPEN

Biophysicist, Engineer, PhysIist, DCT (Batt), M.Sc.,
Ph.D. Twelve years of research experience. Wideranging research experience in the nuclear field, biological and behavioral effects of electromagnetic
fields, thermography and microwave radiometry of
biological systems. Numerous publications. Experiepce in administration and industry. Seeks challenging research/teaching position. Box 502, SCIENCE.
x

Two gross anatomists with Ph.D. or M.D. (one to
teach physical therapy students) with rank of instructor or assistant professor. Choice of research area
optional but research strongly encouraged. Send curriculum vitae and letters of reference to: Chairman,
Department of Anatomy, University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, Kansas 66103. An Equal OpportunitylAffirmative Action Employer.

Blostatlstclan with master's in statistics and master's in ecology-evolution desires statistical consultant position in industry, research, or government.
Special interests are aquatic ecology and mathematiX
cal modeling. Box 503, SCIENCE.
Seeking Editorial Position in specialized book, periodical, or publications field. Three and one-half
years of experience as writer/public information specialist for agricultural research organization. Graduate degrees in journalism and biological sciences.
Wants challenge and involvement in editorial planning, acquisitions, production, and so forth. Box
X
504, SCIENCE.
Electron Microscopy Technician, B.S. biology, experienced in transmission and scanning, seeks position
in New England area. C. D. Miller, Harbor and HarX
vard, Marblehead Neck, Massachusetts 01945.

Marine Scientist: M.S., Ph.D. Experience in: organic
marine geochemistry, invertebrate neurochemistry,
research diving. Seeks postdoctoral or research/
teaching position in marine chemistry or biology.
Box 505, SCIENCE.

X

Mechanical Engineer from piping industry wants to
participate in energy R & D; solar, wind, coal conversion. Will work for opportunity to earn advanced
X
degree. Box 492, SCIENCE.

870

POSITIONS OPEN

POSITIONS WANTED

Personnel
Placement

ANATOMISTS

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOBIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE
A position is available for an outstanding candidate
at the ASSISTANT PROFESSOR level. Candidates
should either be pursuing research in neurobiology
or behavioral biology. Postdoctoral research experience is preferred. Applicants should write to Norman M. Weinberger, Chalrman, Department of Psychobiology, University of California, Irvine, CalifornIa 92717, providing curriculum vitae, references,
publications, and a detailed statement of research
plans for the next 3 to 5 years. Applications from all
qualified candidates are welcome; minorities and
women are encouraged to apply.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department of Microbiology
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
Applications are invited from candidates with a
Ph.D. or M.D. degree plus postdoctoral research experience and interest in the molecular genetics of
mammalian cells or viruses. Candidates should be
qualified to carry out independent research, including supervision of graduate students, and to teach in
the School's medical and graduate programs. Applicants should send curriculum vitae, bibliography,
and two letters of reference by 31 December 1976 to
Daniel Nathans, Department of Mclrobiology, Johns
Hopkins University School of MedIine, 725 North
Wolfe Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21205. Johns
Hopkins University is an Equal OpportunitylAffirmative Action Employer.

The Research Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences
(RIPS), School of Pharmacy, University, Mississippi, is seeking candidates for ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES. Candidates with a
B.S. in pharmacy and a Ph.D. in related life science
field are of particular interest. Salary will be commensurate with experience and equivalent academic
positions. Interested persons should send biographical data, publications, and so forth, to Dr. Carlton
Turner, Associate Director, RIPS, School of Pharmacy, University, Miss. 38677. An Equal Opportunityl
Affirmative Action Employer.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR. Opportunity for a person with at least 2 or 3 years of postdoctoral experience to occupy a full-time research position in the
field of immunity to infectious diseases and cancer.
Training in immunochemistry of immunogenetics is
preferred but not essential. Send curriculum vitae
and names of three references to:
R. J. North, Director
Trudeau Institute, Inc.
Saranac Lake, N.Y. 12983
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

The Department of Environmental, Population and
Organismic Biology at the University of Colorado at
Boulder, expects to fill a position at the Assistant or
Associate Professor level beginning 1 July 1977. This
position will involve 50 percent teaching with major
responsibility for coordination of a team-taught,
freshman-level course in general biology and periodic responsibility for a sophomore-junior level course
such as animal physiology, vertebrate anatomy, or genetics. The other 50 percent of time will be committed to research in one of the above three disciplines. Applicants should send curriculum vitae,
transcripts, three letters of reference, and publications to Professor Alex Cruz, EPO Biology Department, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
80309. Applicants with interests in the area of molecular biology should not apply. Deadline for application is 31 January 1977. The University of Colorado
is an Equal OpportunitylAffirmative Action Employer.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOCHEMISTRY
The Department of Chemistry of the University
has an opening on its faculty for a person interested
in establishing a vigorous research program as well
as participating in the varied teaching activities. Research specialization is less important than individual qualifications, but the candidate's interests
should be compatible with those of the existing biochemical faculty and facilities.
Postdoctoral research experience is required.
Deadline for applications is 30 November. Submit
curriculum vitae, research plans, and three letters of
reference to J. P. Freeman, Chairman, Department
of Chemistry, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame,
Indiana 46556.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
THE HOPKINS MARINE STATION
Assistant Professor and Associate Professor of Biology
The Hopkins Marine Station is located in Pacific
Grove on the coast of Monterey Bay, California. It is
a division of the Department of Biological Sciences
of Stanford University, with its own faculty in residence in Pacific Grove, which is 90 miles south of
the main Stanford campus in Palo Alto.
Applications are invited for two junior positions
on the Marine Station faculty from persons working
in algal or animal physiology, in cellular or developmental biology, in the neurosciences and behavior, and population biology and ecology. Selection
will be made entirely on the basis of individual excellence, irrespective of field of specialization.
Members of the Marine Station faculty are required to teach in the area of their special interest
and expected to develop a research program involving students at all levels (undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral).
The Station's facilities are being enlarged and completely renovated; new appointees will be involved
in modernization of their own laboratories.
Applications should include the names of three referees and be addressed to C. S. Pittendrigh, The Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove, Calif. 93950.
They must arrive not later than 31 December 1976.
Earliest starting date is September 1977. Stanford
University is an Equal OpportunitylAffirmative Action Employer.
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